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Who it is for 

Individuals and organizations seeking a foundational understanding of Digital Transformation, 
Employees and managers responsible for leading digital transformation, Consultants guiding their clients 
through future trends initiatives. 

What it is about 

Looking at future trends to understand better / foster digital transformation.. 

Change is a constant! 

Society is transforming. Powerful trends are reshaping businesses, driving new technologies, shifting 

talent needs, and changing human behaviour. It is crucial for all industries to stay up to date with these 

changes, and respond accordingly. Regardless of your industry, it's essential to consider the impact of 

these changes on your work. 

Opportunities for the future! 

Technology, social behaviour, culture and the fundamental nature of businesses are all in flux. This 

dynamic landscape has introduced exciting possibilities and formidable challenges. 

Program Overview 

 Purpose 

The purpose of this workshop is to look at future trends to understand better / foster digital 
transformation. We will achieve this through a 4-step process to tackle industry expertise where we will 
map the most important trends in the areas of Business, Behaviour, Talent and Technology. We will also 
identify what those key attributes are for the leaders of tomorrow. 

 Learning Objectives 

At the end of this workshop, you will be able to apply a framework to collaboratively map complex 
insight. 

 Content 

In this workshop, the following topics will be covered: 

 Welcome  

 Introductions of the facilitators and participants 
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 Ice Breaker 

 Digital transformation Overview 

 Future Trends group activities 

 Key attributes of the leader of tomorrow 

 Conclusion & Take Away 

 

 Duration 

This workshop lasts approximately 2 and a half hours. An online collaboration platform will be used to 
recreate a virtual office environment. 

 Number of participants 

Our goal is to facilitate a quality workshop in terms of active participation and learning, as well as to 
dedicate our full attention to each of the participants. This is why we limit this online workshop to 14 
participants. 

What is unique about this workshop 

Tools, focus and active collaboration in an online environment:  

 The tools used in this workshop contribute to facilitating the creation and communication 
process.  

 The focus of this workshop is the active participation of each participant through the specific 
group activities 

 The use of innovative technology helps to bring all participants together in a collaborative effort 
towards the same goal. 

And finally... ¡A present! 
For participating in this workshop and as a token of appreciation from us, each participant will receive 

our eBook "Processes & Digitization" at no cost (worth € 17 in our shop online) as well as a free 30-

minutes coaching session. 

https://www.lean4u.net/shop
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About BeLiveLean and Lean4U 
 Who we are 

Both in Spanish and English, all webinars and written material under the form of ebooks are co-created 

by María Albertina Fontana, founder of BeLiveLean and Florence Meunier, founder of Lean4U.  

 

 
 

 What we do 

Proposing Lean Office and Leadership-oriented communication training programs, we act as a 

catalyst to help you accelerating your professional skills and abilities to face the future of work. 

  

María Albertina is an industrial engineer and a professional Ontological 
Coach. She has 20+ years of experience in training, facilitation and 
implementation of processes and improvements in companies of 
various categories and sizes. 

She is passionate about Lean Philosophy, and an expert in leading 
multicultural and multifunctional teams. She is the founder of her own 
consultancy BeLiveLean. 

Florence is an industrial chemical engineer with 26+ years of 
experience in different multinationals, sectors and roles in EMEA. She 
is a Senior Consultant, a Business and Sport Coach.  

She is passionate about Digital Transformation, Lean Office, 
Management and Strategy, and the author of several eBooks and 
articles. She is the founder of her own consultancy Lean4U.net. 

https://belivelean.com/
https://www.lean4u.net/webinares
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Contact Us 
Do you need any help and/or guidance in your continuous improvement journey? Don’t 

hesitate to contact us at:   

 
 

 
www.belivelean.com 
info@belivelean.com 
 

 
 

 
info@lean4u.net 
https://www.lean4u.net/ 

 

 

  

http://www.belivelean.com/
mailto:info@belivelean.com
mailto:info@lean4u.net
https://www.lean4u.net/
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Join our community in LinkedIn! 
Catalysing the skills of the future 

We act as a catalyser to help you accelerating your professional skills and abilities to face the future of 

work. 

You can find our group here: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13556309/ 

This group aims at creating a community dedicated to professional soft skills through experience and 

material sharing with the ultimate goal of keeping up with business disruption. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13556309/
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See you soon! 

 

 


